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In public transport punctuality has prominent influence on the customers’
satisfaction. Our task is to support a management decision to optimally invest
passengers’ nominal travel time to secure the nominal schedule against delay.
For aperiodic scheduling we clarify the notion and use of a fixed amount of time
supplements, so-called buffers, both theoretically and by realistic examples. The
general tool to solve such optimization problems is a sampling approach. We
show how this approach is mathematically justified. As its applicability to large
networks is limited, we show an efficient alternative for the case of series-parallel
graphs. For periodic timetabling we propose two heuristic approaches to ensure
a certain level of delay resistance at the least expense of passengers travel time,
and analyze in detail their advantages and drawbacks.
1 Introduction
In public transport punctuality has prominent influence on the customers’ sat-
isfaction. A train that is five minutes late may cause much more distress than
a train that is scheduled to run five minutes longer.
Besides technical means the design of the schedule is widely expected to con-
tain potential for reducing delays. This can be used in an obvious way, namely
by scheduling all trains so loosely that virtually every train in any scenario will
be on time. Of course, this is heavily at the expense of the customers’ travel
time. And these are of major importance for the choice of the means of trans-
port. Hence, one should strive for a balance between the delay resistance of a
schedule and the price that is incurred for this delay resistance. A very global
such policy is recommended by the International Union of Railways (UIC): In-
stead of using the technical minimal time durations for the running times, every
schedule should respect a buffer of 7% of these technical minimal times.
Related work. One may think of more sophisticated policies. Similar prob-
lems have been solved by techniques of robust optimization ([1]), e.g. in supply
chain management. However, robust approaches are hard to apply to these prob-
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lems. Technically speaking the matrix mathematically encoding these problems
is so sparse that robust optimization leads to over conservative solutions.
Moreover, applying such techniques to timetabling in public transport en-
counters an impedient asymmetry, which we call the timetable condition: By
defining a schedule, for every single trip of a vehicle between two consecutive
stops the transportation company gives the following service guarantees
• The trip must not depart prior to the published departure time.
• The trip should not arrive later than the published arrival time.
Hereby, delays can only be absorbed by time supplements at later activities.
In particular, it is not feasible to prevent delays by operating a trip earlier than
it has been scheduled. Thereby the information contained in the expectation is
devaluated. The timetabling condition reduces both the optimization potential
and the applicable tool box of optimization methods.
Recently, Kroon et al. [4] addressed several questions that arise in this con-
text. For instance, they consider a trip between two terminal stations. By
means of random sampling they distribute a given budget of buffer times over
the segments between two consecutive stops. Their computations suggest that
applying the global UIC policy in general is only suboptimal. Rather, strictly
more than half of the global UIC budget of buffer times should be located strictly
before the middle number of stations of that trip.
Contribution. We consider a setting that is much similar to the one of Kroon et
al. [4]. Our analysis provides a theoretical explanation why buffer times should
be distributed in such an asymmetric way. Kroon et al. prove the convergence
for a path of length 2. We prove convergence and convergence speed for arbitrary
directed acyclic graphs and show the convexity of the corresponding programs.
To this end we first have to sharpen the notion of a buffer budget for arbitrary
directed acyclic graphs which highlights a relevant anomaly in the UIC rules.
Finally, we also address explicitly the construction of periodic timetables,
because most European railway companies are operating periodic timetables.
There, the Periodic Event Scheduling Problem (PESP) is widely used as the
model of choice, see [6, 5] for its modeling features and several Integer Pro-
gramming (IP) formulations. We propose two ways for incorporating a certain
degree of robustness into the corresponding IP—with only a moderate loss in
nominal quality.
The final goal is to support a management decision on how much one is
willing to pay for delay resistance, and to ensure, that for a certain budget of
buffer time the maximum resistance against delays is achieved.
2 The aperiodic case
2.1 How to account for the price of delay resistance
In the aperiodic case we are confronted with a DAG with stochastic arc length,
of which we know a lower bound, i.e., the technical travel time, ta. The aim is
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to distribute a fixed budget of time as supplements sa, so-called buffers, such
that an earliest start schedule respecting ta + sa has minimal expected delay.
The key problem of this concept is, that by placing a buffer in a graph with a
topology other than a tree may cause indirect buffering at other arcs. Consider
two in-going arcs, a and b, of a node v that would—if unbuffered—allow for the
same start time at v. Any placed buffer on a will imply buffering b, too. Thus,
if we only count the buffers placed, we will have an unfair accounting against
the budget. We will investigate this phenomenon in detail. First, we consider
only those graphs where it does not occur, namely trees.
2.1.1 Trees
It is reasonable to assume the distributions of disturbances on each arc as dis-
cretized and finite, in particular bounded. This allows to account for expectation
as finite weighted sums over a set of scenarios. This set may in total still be far
too big for a computational purpose. Consider the example of a bus trip with
20 bus stops. Each section from one stop to the next independently experiences
a fixed disturbance of δ with probability p, i.e., the i-th section takes ti time
units with probability 1 − p and ti + δ in the other cases. Each section or arc
has only two values, but the whole system has about 1030 different scenarios.
The requirement that the number of scenarios is finite can be dropped for some
of the results.
For our model let T = (V, A) be a directed graph of which the underlying
undirected graph is a tree t : A(T ) → N+, a 7→ ta the function of the minimal
durations of an arc, R the set of scenarios endowed with the discrete sigma
algebra, and a probability distribution p for the scenarios, δa : R → N
+, r 7→
δra ∀a ∈ A(T ) a family of random variables expressing the seminal disturbance
on arc a in scenario r.
Definition 1. A function s : A(T ) → Q, a 7→ sa is a buffering of T , and called
feasible for budget B ∈ Q , if and only if
∑
a∈A(T ) sa ≤ B.
In the simplest case the weight function equals the number of passengers,
who get off the train at the end of an arc. Note that we do not require a buffering
to be non-negative. Obviously, the set of all feasible bufferings for a budget B
is convex. We abbreviate the arc set of T as A := A(T ).
Given T, t and a buffering s of T for budget B and some passenger load
related weight ωa, we can calculate a nominal schedule x that minimizes the
total travel time of passengers and respects ta + sa as the minimum difference
between the start- and the end-vertex of an arc a. The time assigned to the
end-vertex of an arc a in this schedule is xa.
Moreover, one can use a second weight function ga on the arcs related to
the number of passengers leaving the system after that arc. Whereas ω is used
to calculate the total weighted travel time, the total delay shall be weighted by
g. A passengers enters the system at the starting time of his first trip in the
nominal schedule. He leaves the system, when his last arrival event happens
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according to the dispatched, actual schedule. The delay he experiences is the
delay of the last arc he used.
Given T, t, (R, p), (δa)A and a buffering s of T for budget B, we can for each
scenario r calculate a (dispatching) schedule xr that minimizes the total travel
time of passengers under the following two requirements: First, the schedule
respects ta + δa as the minimum difference between the start- and the end-
vertex of an arc a. Second, the time assigned to the end-vertex of an arc a in
the schedule for scenario r is greater or equal to xa. Denote the corresponding
random variable for the time of the end-vertex of an arc a as xra.
Definition 2. The random variables da : R → Q
+, r 7→ dra, ∀a ∈ A defined by
dra := x
r
a − xa are called the delay on arc a. The expectation of the random
variable gTd =
∑
a∈A gada is called the (total, weighted) expected delay.
Sometimes we will use the vertex itself as the index of a scheduled time, e.g.,
for a = (u, v), b = (w, v) ∈ A(T ) we have xa = xb = xv by definition.
As the underlying graph T of precedence constraints is a tree, the optimal
nominal and dispatching schedules are easy to find and unique up to the time
of one (initial) vertex. In particular, the foregoing notions are well-defined.
One creates the values xa by starting at some vertex and propagating the time
through the tree such that for each arc a = (v, w) the requirement xw−xv ≤ ta+
sa are fulfilled with equality. Note that this propagation also follows backward
arcs. For the schedule of a scenario use some topological order of T . Iterating
along this order, the time for each vertex v is set to the maximum of the previous
scheduled time xv and all x
r
a + ta + δ
r
a, ∀a = (u, v).
In fact, on a tree the technical travel time t is immaterial. Because the
nominal schedule x is tight at every vertex, we can consistently define for every
vertex v the delay in scenario r as drv = d
r
a, ∀a = (u, v) ∈ A(T ). This yields d
r
v =
max{0, max{dru + δ
r
a − sa|a = (u, v) ∈ A(T )}}, which can be calculated directly
along some topological order. In this description we can immediately model the
UIC’s [10, 4] rule of adding 7% to each trip’s travel time, i.e., sa = 0.07 · ta.
This buffering is feasible for any budget greater or equal to 0.07 ·
∑
a ta.
Theorem 1. For given T, ω, g, (R, p), (δa)A and budget B the function f that
maps every feasible buffering s on the resulting expected, total, weighted delay
E[gTdr] is convex.
Proof. We show that for a fixed scenario r and a fixed arc a the delay dra is a
convex function of the |A|-dimensional vector s. Recall that dra=(u,v) = d
r
v =
max{0, max{dru + δ
r
a − sa|a = (u, v) ∈ A(T )}}. Pick some topological order and
argue by induction along it. To start the induction observe that the delay of a
vertex without predecessors is constantly 0 and thus convex. Therefore dra is the
maximum of a finite family of—by induction—convex functions, and therefore
convex itself.
This gives that f is a weighted sum (expectation) of weighted sums (summing
over all arcs) of convex functions, thus f itself is convex.
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2.1.2 Non-tree topologies
In the section on trees we gave a notion of buffers that corresponds well to the
UIC rule. A buffer is a time supplement on an arc. The nominal schedules x, the
timetables, which arose from such a buffering were tight at every vertex. The
delay of a realized schedule in a certain scenario against the nominal schedule
is thus the same for all arcs entering a certain vertex. In this way we could for
the delays switch from the arc- to the vertex-perspective. Still, the buffers are
understood as supplements on arcs.
This proves to be misleading in the case of underlying networks that do not
feature a tree topology. Theoretically speaking, the objective function f , the
expected total weighted delay is no longer convex. In practice this amounts to
a perfectly unfair accounting of the price that is paid for delay resistance.
We will now investigate both the theoretical and the practical consequences
of the matter and then present a fair accounting of the price of resistance,
that is actually proven to measure the nominal, total, weighted prolongation of
passengers’ travel time. In this section we start with the same notation as in


















(c) An optimal, unfair buffering
Figure 1: Optimization leads to unfair buffering
Consider the network in Figure 2.1.2. Let the technical travel times ta =
tb = 100 be equal. The UIC’s rule will assign buffers of sa = sb = 7 time units
to both arcs, cf. Figure 2.1.2. For xu = 0 this yields xv = 107. Hence, a budget
B = 14 is in tune with the UIC’s rule. But, any optimizing procedure that is
allowed to choose among all bufferings constraint to budget B will put all 14
time units of supplement on one of the arcs, say a, and not buffer the other
arc at all. This will set the time difference from xu to xv to 114. Any nominal
schedule that respects the buffered travel time on arc a has to create a huge,
indirect buffer (the dotted line) on arc b in Figure 2.1.2. In some sense the arc
b is a free-rider. In every nominal schedule it will have a buffer of at least 14
time units, but if it comes to the accounting against the budget B its buffer sb
counts 0. Obviously, the later is the optimal, though unfair buffering. It is also
obvious, that this buffering has a much higher nominal, total travel time. That
is why we call it unfair.
One might object, that the passenger on arc b may already get off earlier.
But the example network can be part of a greater network as in Figure 2. If
most passengers travel from vertex A or vertex B beyond vertex v we encounter
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Figure 2: Passengers mainly travel from A and B to V
In the next section we present a detailed real-world example with the addi-
tional feature of a periodic timetable.
Consider again Figure 1 together with a set R = {1, 2} of two scenarios. Set
δ1a = 10, δ
2
b = 10 and the two other disturbances to 0. The weight function shall
be trivial w ≡ 1. The budget is again B = 14. For the two buffering sa =
14, sb = 0 and s
′
a = 0, s
′
b = 14 the value of the objective function f(s) = f(s
′)
is 0. Yet, their convex combination for sλ = λs + (1 − λ)s′ for λ = 12 yields
f(s
1
2 ) = 6, thus, contradicting the convexity.
Here the absence of the convexity is the formal expression of the unfair
accounting. The key problem is, that by placing a buffer in a graph with a
topology other than a tree may cause indirect buffering at other arcs. Before
we give a fair accounting we show that the exploitation of this effect is limited
but still given for proportional buffering strategies as the UIC’s rule.
Definition 3. A buffering is called a proportional buffering, if and only if there
is some factor β ∈ Q+, such that sa = βta ∀a ∈ A(G).
Definition 4. Construct an unbuffered schedule x̄ that respects the technical
travel times while minimizing the total (weighted) travel time of passengers
assigning to each vertex v ∈ V (G) a time x̄v. Define the natural slack at arc a
as ℓa = barxv − barxu − ta. Then
∑
a=(u,v)∈A(G) ℓa is called the total natural
slack of G and
∑
a=(u,v)∈A(G) ωaℓa respectively L the total weighted natural slack
of G.
Theorem 2. Let Is be the prolongation of the total (weighted) travel time
caused by a buffering s to the budget B and L be the total (weighted) natural
slack of the network G. If s is proportional with factor β, then Is − B = βL.
Proof. Let x̄ be the vector of times scheduled to minimize total (weighted)
travel time and respecting the technical travel time without buffering. Then
x := (1 + β)x̄ respects the β-proportionally buffered travel times. To show that
x minimizes the total (weighted) travel time among all schedules respecting
the β-proportional buffering, assume to the contrary that some x′ is better.
The total (weighted) travel time of x is 1 + β times that of x̄. Now, by β-
proportionality of the buffering x′ respects we know that 11+β x
′ =: x̄′ respects
the technical travel times. Therefore, total (weighted) travel time of x̄′ is 11+β
of that of x′. This contradicts the minimality of x̄.
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The indirect buffering in schedule x, Is−B, together with the total (weighted)
natural slack of G, L, make up for the (weighted) sum over all arcs a = (u, v)
of xv − xu − ta − sa = (1 + β)ℓa = (1 + β)L. This is the proposition of the
theorem.
Proportional buffers can be understood as scaling of the unbuffered schedule.
Thus, the natural slack is scaled proportionally. Note that upper bounds on time
durations might conflict with proportional bufferings, as long as they can not
be scaled, too. The period time in periodic scheduling is a special case of this.
It is not reasonable to scale it. We will exemplify the peculiarities of periodic
scheduling in the next section.
In short, the UIC’s rule is much less dangerous, than what an optimizer will
produce, if he uncarefully derives a budget value from this rule.
The correct, the fair way to account for the price of a certain, delay resistant
timetable’s costs, is fairly obvious by now. The space of all bufferings is simply
Q|A|. We considered the hyperplane of bufferings fulfilling
∑
a∈A(T ) sa = B, as
an optimal buffering will always use the whole budget. Now we give a description
of the subspace of fair bufferings. The intersection of the two subspaces will be
the domain over which to optimize.
As above we start from an optimal timetable x̄ for a graph without buffers.
For every arc a = (u, v) ∈ A(G) the time difference can be written as xv −xu =
ta + ℓa, where ℓa is the natural slack at arc a and L =
∑
ℓa. Observe that the
schedule x is tight for the arc length (ta + ℓa). A fair buffering is described by
a function σ : V (G) → Q that moves the scheduled time of each vertex in time.
The resulting buffering of an arc a is sa = xv + σv − xu − σu − ta − ℓa. In other
words, a buffering sa is fair, if and only if it gives rise to a tight schedule, i.e.,
for every arc a holds ta + ℓa + sa = xv − xu. With this definition the following
statements are true:
1. The objective E[ωTdr] is a convex function on the set of fair bufferings.
2. The budget used by a fair buffering equals the increase in passengers’ total
(weighted) travel time caused by the buffering.
The later being obvious by construction, let us check the first claim. The
directed graph G is acyclic and hence allows for a topological ordering. As in
the case of trees induction along this order shows that the delay at each vertex
v is a convex function: dv = max{0, max{du − ℓa − sa|a = (u, v) ∈ A(G)}}.
2.1.3 A Practical, Periodic Example for Implicit Supplements
We illustrate the effect of implicit running time supplements through an ex-
ample that we derive from practice. The examples feature periodic timetables.
They show that in contrast to Theorem 2 in periodic timetables slacks behave









Figure 3: Excerpt of Berlin fast train network (S-Bahn)
Consider the excerpt of the Berlin fast train network (S-Bahn) that we dis-
play in Figure 3.
We have to investigate the timetables of two hypothetical — though not
unrealistic — lines which meet in two stations, both located on the border of
the ‘Berlin Ring’ around the city center. Both lines are operated with a period
time of T = 20 minutes. Due to important transfer relations within these two
stations it is a marketing requirement that the trains of these two lines have
to meet each other in both stations. Since this additional requirement prevents
the network topology from being a tree, it will become the source of implicit
running time supplements.
We investigate two families of timetables: {A, B, C} and {D, E}. For the
first family, we assume the realistic technical running times of 45 and 25 min-
utes for the western and eastern line, respectively. As the period time T equals
20 minutes, without any buffering, both meets can be established without in-
volving any implicit running time supplements, or slack time, cf. Timetable A
in Table 1. Applying the UIC rule of adding a running time supplement of 7%
translates to explicit running time supplements of six minutes in total, hereby
causing an implicit buffer of two for the shorter eastern line (Timetable B). In
the case of only the explicit running time supplements to count for a buffer
budget of the same amount as the UIC supplements, the most delay resistant
solutions will shift the complete budget to one single line, hereby causing an
implicit buffer of six minutes, too, for the other line, cf. Timetable C. To sum-
marize, only the explicit running time supplements of Timetables B and C equal,
while the nominal increase of travel time of the passengers is 12 in Timetable C,
compared to only 8 in Timetable B. Of course, we consider this nominal increase
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of travel time being more relevant than only focusing on the budget of explicit
running time supplements. Hence, in order to prevent such an unfair accounting
for a budget of buffer times, we strongly recommend to include implicit running
time supplements (slack times), too, in any definition of a budget.
Table 1: Interaction between explicit and implicit running time supplements
western line eastern line network
Timetable tech. expl. impl. total tech. expl. impl. total expl. impl.
A 45 – 0 45 25 – 0 25 – 0
B 45 4 0 49 25 2 2 29 6 2
C 45 6 0 51 25 – 6 31 6 6
D 40 – 0 40 11 – 9 20 – 9
E 40 4 8 52 11 1 0 12 5 8
tech.: technical trip time; expl./impl.: explicit/implicit running time suppl.
The two remaining Timetables D and E illustrate that the implicit running
time supplements may even decrease while the explicit running time supple-
ments are raised. Notice that this is obtained by simply applying the UIC rule of
buffering. But we profit from the periodicity of the system, i.e., in Timetable E
the meet in Station BBW is established between trains different from the ones
that join in a meet in Station BBW in Timetable D.
3 Explicit calculations for paths
For tree topologies the above mentioned accounting problems do not figure.
The general picture on a tree is the following. The effect of a single buffer of
value sa on an edge a = (v, w) for the objective function—i.e. the expectation of
delay—is constituted by two factors, where the term ‘factor’ may be understood
in the mathematical sense. On the one hand, each arc that is a (direct or
indirect) successor of a will be protected by sa in the following sense. Every
delay reaching a plus the disturbance occurring on a up to a total amount of
sa will be subtracted from the successors’ delays. The effect of a single buffer





xP [dv = x]dx, where S(a) is the set
of successors of a. In other words, a buffer has to find the balance between
protecting many arcs, as early buffers do, and catching disturbances from many
arcs, which is likely for late buffers.
We will now solve the following question by a closed expression: Let T be a
path with n arcs, the weight function constant g ≡ 1, and any disturbance on
an arc is either of value δ or 0. Where to put the buffers?
We consider two different distributions both with a buffer budget of exactly
δ:
1. exactly one disturbance occurs and the arc where this happens is chosen
uniformly at random
2. every arc independently has probability p to experience a disturbance of δ
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Proposition 1. Let T be a path with n arcs and assume exactly one disturbance
of amount δ occurs on one of the arcs, which is chosen uniformly at random.
To minimize the expected delay along the path subject to a fixed buffer budget
of δ, the optimum buffer values sa for the arcs are
s⌈n
2




Proof. Let xr be the position of the disturbance in scenario r. The buffer sk
will be useful if and only if xr ≤ k, and the buffer will protect his and any of the
following arcs. Thus the effect of sk on the expectation is −(n−k+1)P (x ≤ k)sk.
As the budget equals the total delay, the formula is true for every fraction of
the buffer budget independent of the position of the rest. Therefore a value k
for which this expression is minimal will be an optimal position for the whole








is optimal for s⌈n
2
⌉ = δ and sk = 0, ∀k 6= ⌈
n
2 ⌉.
Proposition 2. Let T be a path with n arcs and assume that on each arc a
delay of δ occurs independently with probability p. To minimize the expected
delay along the path subject to a fixed buffer budget of δ, the an optimum
buffering is obtained by accumulating the complete budget δ at one arc with
index i, such that i maximizes
f(i) = (1 − (1 − p)i)(n − i + 1). (3)
Proof. The buffer is again accumulated, because the problem can be formulated

















i − si ≤ d
r
i ∀1 < i ≤ n
dri ≥ 0
The budget B being an integer multiple of δ the program can be divided by
δ. The total unimodularity then follows from the consecutive ones property.
If a delay occurs on or before the arc i—which has probability (1−(1−p)i)—a
buffer that has been placed right here protects n − i + 1 arcs.
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Let us provide an immediate interpretation of the Function f(i) in Equa-
tion 3. On the one hand, buffers tend to be early, because the effect of any delay
they catch will be annihilated for the (long) rest of the path. On the other hand,
being too early risks that it is set in vain, because the probability (1− (1− p)i)
to catch a sufficiently big delay is not high enough.
This results in a pattern that supports the experimental observations of
Kroon et al. [4]. In particular, in the setting of Proposition 2 that is closest to
the empirical study of Kroon et al., i.e. n = 10 and p = 15 , the buffer should be
placed on a trip that is strictly before the mid-position of the path (the fourth
trip), which coincides with the conclusions of their study, too. For n = 10 and
p = 110 the fifth trip is the optimal position of the buffer, but the exact, fractional
value for i maximizing the effect function f(i) is ∼ 4.78. Denote by g(p, n) the
function such that f(g(p, n)) is maximum. Notice that g(p, n) involves the
polylogarithm function. See Figure 4 for a plot of the function g(p, n). Observe
that even for a buffer budget proportional to the expected total disturbance,
i.e., p = 1
n
, but sufficiently large n the optimal buffer is not in mid-position.
For instance, with n = 20, p = 120 the optimal position is 9.



































Figure 4: The position g(p, n) maximizing f(i), in function of the path length n
Especially, the first setting could appear academic at first sight. Now, extend
the setting to arbitrary p and budgets of some integer multiple of δ, the standard
length of a disturbance. This can be formulated as an integer program by
scenario expansion. For small n IP-solvers can tackle these problems quickly. If p
is small enough all scenarios with more than one disturbance become immaterial
to the optimal solution. Those without disturbance anyway have no contribution
to the expected delay. Thus the optimal buffer is determined by the cases
where exactly one disturbances occurs, which is exactly the first setting. More
precisely, because of the integrality of the optimal solution it can be shown that
for suitably small p any aberration from the optimal solution to the scenarios
with exactly one disturbance weighs heavier than what can in expectation be
achieved in the other scenarios.
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Figure 5 shows optimal bufferings for n = 9, and different values of p, and
budgets 0 ≤ B ≤ 9 represented in the rows. The columns of each table stand
for the 9 arcs of the path. It can be observed how the buffers tend to be earlier,
as the probability for disturbances grows.
As we allow for negative buffers the optimization uses these as soon as the
budget is unreasonably small. It can be shown that only the last buffer is
negative. It is also possible to coin the expression ‘unreasonably small’ into
exact mathematical terms. But this requires some further considerations beyond
the scope of this paper.
4 Optimization Methods and Complexity
Kroon et. al [4] proof that a Sample Average Approximation (SAA) approach
to optimize the allocation of a fixed budget of supplements over a path with two
terminals converges. For arbitrary directed acyclic graphs they propose similar
methods without proof. This can be proven by the following consideration:
Calculating the expectation of the minimal makespan for a directed acyclic
precedence graph with stochastic arc lengths is an NP -hard problem already
for simple distributions (it even reduces from a #P -hard problem [3]) . The
idea of the SAA approach is to calculate the average minimal makespan for a
random sample of the scenarios only. It is know that the method convergence
rapidly for the expected makespan on directed acyclic graphs [8]. Our problem
can be expressed by the same notions: Introduce extra arcs each with a fixed
length from one initial vertex to all other vertices (cf. Figure 6). Thereby we
ensure the nominal schedule to be respected. Moreover our objective function
is a weighted sum of makespans of each vertex as terminal.
Therefore, if the optimal solution of the makespan (for any vertex as termi-
nal) calculated for the sample is an α approximation for the expected makespan
of the entire set of scenarios, then so is the optimal buffering for the scenarios of
the random sample a β approximation of the optimal buffering for the expected
delay over all scenarios, where α and β differ by some multiplicative constant.
To put it formal, let cN (f) be the average delay over the sample set N
for buffering f , and c(f) the corresponding expectation over the entire set of
scenarios. The optimal buffering for the entire set of scenarios is denoted by f∗,
and the optimal buffering for the sample N (i.e., the buffering we can compute)
is fN . We have: |c(fN ) − cN (fN )| ≤ β and |c(fN ) − cN (fN )| ≤ β by the
approximation. Optimality of f∗ and fN give cN (fN ) ≤ cN (f∗) and c(f∗) ≤
c(fN ). Distinguish three cases: First, assume c(fN ) ≤ cN (fN ). Then we can
combine the optimality statements to c(f∗) ≤ c(fN ) ≤ cN (fN ) ≤ cN (f∗) ≤
c(f∗) + β, where the last inequality stems from the approximation guarantee.
Analogously we conclude in case cN (f∗) ≤ c(f∗) cN (fN ) ≤ c(f∗) ≤ cN (fN )+β.
It remains to tackle the case cN (fN ) ≤ c(fN ) ∧ c(f∗) ≤ cN (f∗). Then the
approximation reads: cN (f∗) − c(f∗) ≤ β and c(fN ) − cN (fN ) ≤ β. By the
latter and optimality of fN we get c(fN )−β ≤ cN (fN ) ≤ cN (f∗). Substituting
in the other approximation equality gives c(fN ) − c(f∗) ≤ 2β. By the same
12




3 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(a) p = 0.04




3 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(b) p = 0.05




3 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(c) p = 0.1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 -2
1 1 1 -1
2 1 1
3 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(d) p = 0.15
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 1 -3
1 1 1 1 -2
2 1 1 1 -1
3 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(e) 0.2 ≤ p ≤ 0.25
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 1 1 -4
1 1 1 1 1 -3
2 1 1 1 1 -2
3 1 1 1 1 -1
4 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(f) p = 0.3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 1 1 1 -5
1 1 1 1 1 1 -4
2 1 1 1 1 1 -3
3 1 1 1 1 1 -2
4 1 1 1 1 1 -1
5 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(g) p = 0.35
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 1 1 1 -5
1 1 1 1 1 1 -4
2 1 1 1 1 1 -3
3 1 1 1 1 1 -2
4 1 1 1 1 1 -1
5 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(h) p = 0.4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 -6
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -5
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 -4
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 -3
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 -2
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(i) p = 0.45
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -8
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -7
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -6
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -5
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -4
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -3
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -2
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(j) 0.5 ≤ p ≤ 1
Figure 5: Optimal buffer vectors for standard disturbances
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Figure 6: Dashed arcs ensure the nominal timetable
token we get c(f∗) − c(fN ) ≤ 2β which completes the proof.
The problem about these methods are summarized in [9]. Here the bottom
line, adjusted to our problem is this. The sampling approach with sample
length N β-approximates the optimal buffering with a probability ξ. Thereby,
the probability ξ grows exponentially with the sample size N . But the number
of required samples N is not necessarily polynomial in β.
Our approach rests on calculating the expectation of the makespan, which is
NP -hard on general directed acyclic graphs even for simple distributions. But
this problem is solvable in pseudo-polynomial time for series-parallel graphs.
Computational experiments have shown that even for non-series-parallel di-
rected acyclic graphs one gets quite a good heuristic from a certain procedure
of series-parallelizing the directed acyclic graph(cf. [7]).
Can we carry over these results to the buffering problem? At first sight
this seems problematic, because the extra arcs which we insert to ensure the
nominal schedule to be respected in every scenario’s dispatching schedule, i.e.,
the modeling of the buffers, destroy series-parallelity. The example for our
procedure in Figure 6 features a series-parallel graph, which is no longer series-
parallel after the insertion.
Nevertheless, the expectation in such a graph can be calculated in pseudo-
polynomial time. The crucial step is to calculate the distribution of the earliest
start time at every vertex one after the other by a simple operations, namely
summing the distributions or taking their maximum. This is possible in a series-
parallel graph if one follows the serial (summing) and parallel (maximizing)
construction of the graph. We can model the respect for the nominal, buffered
schedule differently and, not inserting the arcs, preserve series-parallelity: Cal-
culate the vertices’ distribution following the series-parallel structure. Every
time for a vertex v a distribution has been calculated, add a further maximiz-
ing operation with the constant corresponding time of the nominal schedule
xv. Therefore, it is possible to solve the buffering problem (exactly, and with
probability 1) for series-parallel graphs.
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5 Heuristics for periodic timetabling
5.1 Absorbing path
A PESP solver minimizes the waiting times, which are in some sense the natural
defenses of a schedule against delays. In this section we explain a model to
impose a certain level of delay resistance defined by absorbing paths on the
solution. The idea of an absorbing path is simple. A limited disturbance that
occurs at the first arc of the path shall be absorbed at least by the end of the
path—assuming no further disturbances.
This approach easily fits into a MIP formulation. Let P = (a1, a2, . . . , ak)
be an absorbing path given as a tuple of edges. First, we restrict ourselves to
directed paths. For each arc ai = (vi, vi+1) the PESP instance specifies lower
and upper bounds, ℓai and uai . A disturbance of size at most δ at a1 can be
absorbed until vk, if and only if the slacks between actually chosen potential
differences and the lower bounds sum up along the path to a value of at least δ.
We enforce slack by adding supplements to the lower bounds. Then the lower
bound conditions in the mixed integer formulation of the PESP with variable
ξa ≥ 0 change to:
ℓa + ξa ≤ xv − xw + paT (4)
This allows the following requirement for every absorbing path P :
∑
ai∈P
ξai ≥ δ (5)
This can be extended to arbitrary paths by introducing corresponding vari-
ables ζa ≥ 0 for the upper bounds:
xv − xw + paT ≤ ua − ζa (6)







ζai ≥ δ (7)
In this way the mixed integer program formulation requires no further integer
variables. The additional linear inequalities do not delay the solver substantially.
5.2 Periodic timetabling for a strict no-wait policy
Throughout the paper we assumed the delay occurring on an edge to spill over
to its ancestors. In real-world systems dispatching decisions may neutralize this
effect. In other words, the dispatcher may choose to set a precedence constraint
out of force. Optimal dispatching decisions are hard problems in their own
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right [2]. Our assumption, that every delay spills over, corresponds to an all-
wait policy of the dispatcher. In this section we will assume to the contrary a
strict no-wait policy.
As an example think of a city’s subway system operated with a periodic
timetable of periodicity T . If the train of one line is delayed the trains of the
connecting lines usually will not wait for the passengers of the late train. Thus,
these passengers experience a waiting time of almost T . More precisely, if their
train is delayed by d, and the connection was tight up to the time necessary to
walk to the other platform, they have to wait T − d for their connection. The
model is accurate if only connection arcs are considered. But any arcs expressing
infrastructural constraints cannot be set out of force by any dispatcher. A train,
as a physical object, that runs from A via B to C cannot start its trip to C
















Figure 7: The scenario expansion
To understand the behavior of the system for a strict no-wait policy we intro-
duce a scenario expansion GR of the network. The stochastic model consists—
as before—of an independent distribution for finitely many states {t1a, . . . , t
ka
a }
on each trip a. (In fact, the independence will be immaterial in our model.)
Substitute the vertex v of the arrival event of a trip a by ka-many vertices
{v1, . . . , vka} and connect u, the start vertex of a, with each of them. The
length of arc ai = (u, vi) is tia . Then connect every vertex v
i to all vertices that
v was connected to. Let bi be such an arc from vertex vi and b its paradigm
edge. Then the weight (passenger load) of bi shall be the weight of b times
the probability pi that trip a takes tia time units. This is in expectation the
passenger load that will change to w, the end vertex of b, after having traveled
tia time units to make the trip a.
What will happen to the new network GR when we apply a solver creating
timetables with minimal total, weighted waiting time? The trip length tia in
the scenarios are fixed. Therefore our means to optimize rest in adjusting the
difference xw−xu. It may well be that this difference chosen to be smaller than t
i
a















(b) The sum of the two ob-
jective functions
T + ta y
fb
ta
(c) Sum over more than two
trip lengths
Figure 8: Piecewise linear objective functions, y = xw − xu
In the periodic setting this means that the edge bi will count in the objective
with T − ∆. This is precisely, what we want the model to do. If the train to
which b is the connecting arc starts according to the schedule, the passengers
that experience a trip length of tia for trip a and miss their connection, will have
to wait for the next train T − ∆ time units.
In general we define dib(x) = xw − xu − t
i
a − tb | mod T as the contribution
of arc b to the objective function in scenario i under schedule x. Summing up
the contributions of each trip length we get a function that grows linearly but
drops whenever a trip length equals the argument value modulo T . Precisely
speaking, we have for the contribution fb of edge b to the objective function by
the choice of xw − xu:




The function di increases linearly, in fact with factor 1 at every point except for
those points, where a multiple of T is reached. We can reformulate






χi(z) + C, (9)
where χi(y) is 1 if ∃ℓ ∈ Z : y = ℓT − t
i
a − tb and 0 else. The constant C is due
to the minimal travel time on trip a and the minimum transfer time to trip c.
As a constant it is irrelevant in optimization.
In Figure 5.2 we see the functions corresponding to two groups passengers.
The bigger group travels t1a on trip a, the smaller one t
2
a. The size, i.e., the prob-
ability pi for any passenger to be in one of these groups is reflected in the slope
of their functions. The moment they could catch the train for trip c without
any waiting time their contribution drops to zero, indicated by the dotted line.
The sum of both functions—assuming that these comprise all passengers—has
slope equal to 1 (Figure 5.2). The beginning of the big straight line in Figure 5.2
indicates, that by that time any passenger managed to reach the door of the
train for trip c.
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Assume we are given a measurable distribution µ : Q → [0, 1] giving for





(1 − µ(t))dt + C ′. (10)
For instance, an exponential distribution of the travel times e−t gives f(y) =
y − e−t + C. For computational purposes we approximate such a function by a
piecewise linear function. In solving a PESP, convex piecewise linear objective
functions can be handled well by adding linear constraints (confer Figure 9).












(c) Modeling by linear con-
straints that enforce convex-
ity
Figure 9: Linearizing the objective
In fact the idea to use such convex, piecewise linear function is not surpris-
ing. Minimizing waiting times is a typical objective for periodic timetabling.
Such tight schedules are not likely to be delay resistant. Therefore, it seems
reasonable to punish both, very long and very short connections. By the con-
siderations we have a better understanding, what the objective function should
look like, in particular as Equation (10) gives a direct connection to the distri-
bution of the trip length. Moreover we better understand the problems of this
approach: First, as already mentioned, the model can only describe no-wait
edges. Secondly, the model is over pessimistic. Sometimes you are so lucky that
although your train is late you get the connection because the second train is
late, too. As our model allows for no spill over effect it also does not take such
a compensation into account. In case of bad weather many trains can be a little
late, and thus compensation effects become likely. The model is incapable of
modeling the dependencies between the distributions.
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